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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate inverse limits on [0, l] using a single bonding map chosen from the 
logistic family, f~ (z) = 4Xx( 1 - z) for 0 < X < 1. Many interesting continua occur as such inverse 
limits from arcs to indecomposable continua. Among other things we observe that up through the 
Feigenbaum limit the inverse limit is a point or is hereditarily decomposable and otherwise the 
inverse limit contains an indecomposable continuum. 
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0. Introduction 
We invite readers to imagine that they are watching a movie where each frame shows 
the inverse limit on [0, I] at some parameter value X, 0 < X < 1, of the logistic family, 
fx(z) = 4Xx( 1 - x). In this “movie”, if one executes a “freeze frame”, one sees the 
inverse limit at that parameter value. From this perspective the results of Sections 1 and 2 
can be summarized as foilows: For parameter values up to X = i we see only a point. 
For f < X < i we see a small, growing arc. As we pass X = $ this arc develops a 
“curl” at one endpoint until we pass X = i where we notice that this point has grown 
into an arc (technically, two arcs joined at the point of the inverse limit produced by the 
nonzero fixed point of fx). For a while in the range past X = $ we see a topological 
sin( l/x)-curve. The arcs of the limit bar begin to “curl” around their endpoints as we 
pass X = i(l + 6) until the endpoints also grow into arcs. In this range of parameter 
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values, we see a ray limiting on a pair of topological sin( 1 /x)-curves. Each of the two 
limit bars develop a “curl” at their endpoints and the endpoints subsequently grow into 
arcs. This process continues so that, as we approach X, (the Feigenbaum limit), we see a 
ray limiting on a pair of rays limiting on . . . limiting on arcs (the number of these limit 
arcs is 2”-’ if the cardinality of the attracting set in the bifurcation diagram for fx is 
2n). At X = X, we see a ray limiting on a pair of rays each limiting on a pair of rays 
. . with a Cantor set of endpoints for the continuum. 
Some of the results from Section 3 can be summarized as follows: If one runs this 
movie in reverse and freezes frames at X = 1, X = p1 E 0.9196, X = ~2,. . . (see Sec- 
tion 3 for a definition of this sequence), one sees the well-known Brouwer-Janiszewski- 
Knaster (B-J-K) continuum, a ray limiting on a pair of B-J-K continua intersecting at 
a common endpoint, a ray limiting on a pair of rays each limiting on a pair of B-J-K 
continua intersecting at a common endpoint, with the inverse limit at X = X, be- 
ing the sequential limiting set from this direction. The parallel between arcs and B-J-K 
continua occurring on either side of the Feigenbaum limit is quite striking. 
Some of the results from Section 5 can be summarized as follows: In the vicinity of 
X = 0.957 the attracting set is a three-point point set and the inverse limit is a ray limiting 
on the indecomposable chainable continuum with only three endpoints discussed in [9, 
p. 1411 and [15, p. 81. As the parameter increases, the arcs in the inverse limit which 
emanate from these three endpoints begin curling around these endpoints. Then, when 
the bifurcation occurs and the attracting set becomes a six-point set, the inverse limit is 
a ray limiting on an indecomposable chainable continuum containing three topological 
sin( 1 /x)-curves as terminal continua. If, continuing the movie analogy, one “zooms” in 
on one of these three sin( l/x)-curves and continues to increase the parameter, one sees 
these terminal continua pass through all the states that occurred in the family up through 
X,. In fact, as one continues to run the movie zoomed in on one of these three terminal 
continua, one sees every continuum which occurs in the entire family occur as a terminal 
continuum in this indecomposable continuum. 
The logistic family of mappings has attracted considerable interest among mathemat- 
icans and users of mathematics alike over the past several years. Some of this interest 
can be traced to articles appearing in the popular press, notably Robert May’s article in 
Science and one written by Douglas R. Hofstadter in Scientzjk American. Interest was 
further heightened by the work of Feigenbaum who explored the bifurcation cascade in 
the family with a hand-held calculator and discovered amazing relationships among the 
bifurcation points. See also [6]. For dynamicists, this family became a rich source of 
examples which exhibited many of the phenomena which occur in one-dimensional sys- 
tems. Robert L. Devaney, in particular, makes this family the subject of a good portion 
of the first chapter of his book, An Introduction to Chaotic Dynamical Systems, [81. The 
logistic family occurs in the literature in many forms, each topologically conjugate to the 
one we will use. By the logistic family of mappings we mean the collection of mappings 
defined over the reals by fx(z) = 4Xx( 1 - ) z w h ere X is a nonnegative real number. We 
will restrict our attention to these mappings for 0 < X < 1 and f~ 1 [0, I]. This restricted 
family we will call the logistic family. Some other manifestations of this family include 
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f,(x) = PC1 - 1 z on [0, l] for 0 < p < 4, [8], and fa(s) = 1 - ax* on [-1, l] for 
0 < a < 2, [5]. 
Of interest to dynamicists and continuum theorists alike is the construction of inverse 
limit spaces which allow interesting spaces to be constructed from rather simple basic 
building blocks and which themselves become interesting dynamical systems growing 
out of these basic building blocks. It is the purpose of this paper to describe some of 
the inverse limits which occur when one takes an inverse limit on [0, l] using a single 
bonding mapping chosen from the family of logistic mappings. We, by no means, give 
a complete classification of these inverse limits. For certain ranges of the parameter, we 
can say precisely which continua occur as the inverse limit. In general terms, we can 
say something about the nature of all the inverse limits. However, for many parameter 
values, we do not address specifically what the inverse limit is nor do we know whether 
anyone knows what these inverse limits are. In spite of the fact that much remains to be 
done, we decided to proceed with the writing of this paper. 
Throughout this paper, by a continuum we mean a compact, connected subset of 
a metric space and by a mapping we mean a continuous function. A continuum is 
decomposable if it is the union of two of its proper subcontinua and it is indecomposable, 
otherwise. If Xi, X2, Xs, . . . is a sequence of topological spaces and fi , f2, f3, . . . is a 
sequence of mappings such that, for each i, fi : Xi+, + Xi, by the inverse limit of the 
inverse sequence {Xi, fi}, denoted lin_{Xi, fi}, is meant the subset of ni,,, Xi to which 
the point x belongs if and only if fi(xi+l) = xi for i = 1,2,3,. . It is well known that 
when the spaces Xi are continua, the inverse limit is a continuum. If f :X + X is a 
mapping, a point x of X is called a periodic point for f provided f”(x) = x. A point x 
is said to have period n provided n is the least integer i such that fi(x) = x. A periodic 
point x of period n for f : [a, b] + [a, b] is called stable provided 1 (f”)‘(x) 1 < 1. 
As we mentioned earlier, in this paper we are specifically interested in the continua 
which arise as inverse limits on [0, l] using as a single bonding map one of the members 
of the logistic family. In order to insure that the bonding maps have images in [0, 11, we 
restrict our attention to parameter values X in [0, 11. We will denote by MA the inverse 
limit on [0, l] using fx as the single bonding mapping. For 0 < X < $, MA is a single 
point. At X = 1, MA is the well-known Brouwer-Janiszewski-Knaster indecomposable 
continuum, [12]. For f < X < 1, MA is a decomposable continuum. In fact, MA is the 
union of a ray R and a continuum C such that R does not intersect C and C = ?? - R 
[ 11, Bennett’s Theorem]. The continuum C is called the core of the inverse limit and is 
the inverse limit on [fx(X), A] using the restriction of fx to [fx(X), A] as a bonding map. 
For the most part, we will concentrate on the nature of the core. 
1. Negative Schwarzian derivative 
In this section we consider the consequences of having an inverse limit system with a 
single bonding map which is a mapping of an interval into itself having the same value 
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at the endpoints of the interval, a single critical point in the interval, a stable fixed point 
and negative Schwarzian derivative on the interval. 
Suppose f : [a, b] + [a, b] is a mapping of the interval. The Schwurzian derivative of 
f, denote by S(f) is defined by 
S(f) = (7) -g(F)‘. 
This function has been useful in determining dynamic properties for one-dimensional 
dynamical systems. See, for example, [8, pp. 68-781 or [5, pp. 94-1061. Of particular 
interest in this section are the following: 
(1) The logistic maps, fx, have negative Schwarzian derivative since f!J = 0. 
(2) For each n, f! has negative Schwarzian derivative [S, Proposition 11.3, p. 691. 
(3) If f : [a, b] + [a, b] . IS a mapping with negative Schwarzian derivative which has a 
single critical point, c, and a stable fixed point p, then the sequence c, f(c), f2(c), . 
converges to p, [5, Corollary 11.4.2, p. 951. 
It should be noted that one of the authors (Ingram) has had a student work through 
a detailed study of the inverse limits on [0, I] using a single logistic map as a bonding 
map for all values of X < AC, [14]. Much of what we say here about these inverse limits 
for X < A, can be found in that master’s thesis although the arguments are somewhat 
different. 
Theorem 0. For 0 < X 6 $, MA is a single point. 
Theorem 1. Iff : [a, b] + [a, b] is a mapping with negative Schwarzian derivative which 
has a single critical point, c, and a stable fixed point, p # a, and f(u) = a (or p # b 
and f(b) = b), then l?{ [a, b], f} is an arc. 
Proof. Suppose f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 with f(u) = a and M = 
lim{ [a, b], f}. We show that A4 is an arc by showing that if z is a point of A4 different 
from (a, a, a,. . .) and (p,p,p, . .) then z is a separating point of M (i.e., M - {z} is 
not connected). Suppose 5 is a point of M different from (a, a, a,. . .) and (p,p,p, . .). 
We show first that for some positive integer N, xi < c for all i 3 N. Suppose not, and 
let j be the least integer Ic such that xk # p. Let EO = [p - x:j 1. Then, for each positive 
integer Ic, there exists a positive integer i, i > Ic, such that c < xi < f(c). For EO > 0, 
there is a positive integer N such that if n 3 N then If”(c) - p] < ~0. Let m be a 
positive integer greater than j + N so that c < x, < f(c). Then If”-j(xm) - pi < ~0, 
so jzj - pi < ~0. This involves a contradiction. So, there is a positive integer i so that 
xi < c. Then xi > xi+1 > xi+2 > . . and M - {x} = (QI - {x}) U (p - {x}) is not 
connected where CI and ,0 are continua which result as the inverse limit of the following 
two inverse limit sequences: 
fi-’ [U,Xi] t " . +- f[U,X,l + [U,Xil +-- [U,Xi+11 + ..' 
yields cy while p results from 
fi_‘[Xi, f(z)] t . . . +- [Xi, f(c)] + [Xi+1, f(c)] +- . . . . 
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Since CY and /3 intersect only at the point x, M - {x} is not connected. 0 
Corollary. MJ, is an arc for $ < X < $. 
Proof. Technically, this is a corollary only for $ < X < j. However, at X = a, that MA 
is an arc follows by an argument similar to that of Theorem 1. •I 
Remark. This corollary also follows from recent work of Block and Schumann [4, 
Proposition 3.4, p. 2001. 
2. The first period-doubling bifurcation 
The first period-doubling bifurcation has been well documented. Almost any discussion 
of chaos in recent years has included a bifurcation diagram. See, for example, [5, p. 261. 
Let Xu = i and let Xt = f, X2, X3,. . denote the sequence of parameter values where the 
logistic family undergoes its first sequence of period-doubling bifurcations, and, let X, 
(the Feigenbaum limit, X, M 0.89249) denote the limit point of this increasing sequence 
of positive numbers. In the previous section, we showed that the inverse limit on [0, l] 
using a single bonding map chosen from the logistic family by selecting a parameter 
value greater than Xa and not greater than Xt is an arc. In this section, we describe 
the inverse limits on [O, l] using a single bonding map chosen from the logistic family 
by selecting a parameter between consecutive terms of this sequence. Denote by pi the 
nonzero fixed point for fx and by ~1 the solution to f:(X) = pi (~1 z 0.9196 and 
CL1 > AZ). 
Lemma 2. Zf $ < A < ~1, then MA is the closure of a ray R such that R - R is the 
union of two continua Cl and C2 such that Cl and C2 are homeomorphic and Cl n C2 
is a point. 
Proof. In the range f < X < ~1. the intervals [fx(X),px] and [PA, X] are swapped by fx. 
Thus, under fz, each of these intervals is mapped into itself. Let 
Cl = ([W),PXl + [Px,& + [fX(X),PX] + ‘..) 
and 
c2 = (bxJ1 -+ [fA(4,PXl +-- [PA,& + -). 
The shift homeomorphism on l@{ [0, 11, f x swa s } p C 1 and C2. By Bennett’s theorem [ 11, 
Theorem 11, the inverse limit on [0, l] is the closure of a ray R such that % R is Ct uC2. 
It is clear from construction that Ci n C2 = { (px, px, px, .)}. q 
Theorem 3. Zf i is a positive integer and X is a parameter value satisfying Xi < X < 
Xi+l, then MA is the closure of a ray R such that z - R is the union of two copies 
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Fig. 1. 
of the inverse limit which occurs when the parameter values 
intersecting at a point. 
lies between Ai-1 and Xi 
Proof. Observe that for Xi < X < X2, fi has stable fixed points in [fx(X),px] and 
[PA, X], so by Theorem 1 and the fact that fi maps each of these intervals into itself, 
the core of MA is the union of two arcs joined at (px, pi, . . .). Thus, the inverse limit is 
the closure of a ray R such that x - R is the union of two arcs intersecting at a point. 
The theorem then follows inductively from Lemma 2, Theorem 1 and the facts that for 
Xi < X < Xi+, the mapping fz’ has 2i stable fixed points lying in 2i subintervals each 
mapped onto itself by fz’. 0 
Remark. As a consequence of Theorem 3, if Xi < X < X2, the inverse limit is a 
ray limiting onto an arc which is a union of two arcs intersecting at a single common 
endpoint, i.e., a sin(l/ z )- curve (see Fig. 2). If X2 < X < Xs, the inverse limit is a ray 
limiting on the union of two sin( 1 /x)-curves intersecting at the endpoint of their rays 
(see Fig. 3). In general, for X, < X < &+I, the inverse limit is a ray limiting on a pair 
of rays intersecting a common endpoint each limiting on a pair of rays . . limiting on 
2”-’ sin(l/Z)-curves. 
3. Brouwer-Janisziewski-Knaster continua 
Earlier we remarked that at the parameter value X = 1, the inverse limit is the Brouwer- 
Janisziewski-Knaster continuum. There is a sequence of parameter values where these 
continua occur as subcontinua of the core. In this section we identify such a sequence. 
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Let ~1 denote the solution to f;(X) = (the last fixed point for fx). (Recall that 
the last fixed point for fx is 1 - 1/(4X). Note that ~1 is approximately 0.9196.) 
This parameter value is described in [5] as the parameter value where f:(h) falls 
on a fixed point for fx and is denoted there by PM~. Let ~2 denote the solution to 
f:(X) = (the last fixed point for fz) and, in general, denote by ,,Q the solution to 
f;‘(X) = (the last fixed point for fz’_’ ). Note that this sequence is decreasing. In [5, 
p. 461 (see also [5, p. 2211) it is shown that ~1, ~2, ~3,. . . converges to X,. 
Theorem 4. If X > A, then MA contains an indecomposable continuum. 
Proof. This follows directly from [ 11, Theorem 91 and the observation that ~1, ~2, . . . 
converges to X,. 0 
Theorem 5. For X = ~1, the core CA is the union of two Brouwer-Janisziewski-Knaster 
continua intersecting at a common endpoint. 
Proof. Note that under fi, [ 1 - 1/(4X), A] 1s mapped onto itself by a mapping resembling 
fx for X = 1. By a theorem of Davis [7], l@{ [l-l/(4X), X], fz} is the B-J-K continuum. 
Thus, CA is the union of two Brouwer-Janisziewski-Knaster continua intersecting at a 
point. (See Fig. 4.) 0 
Theorem 6. For X = pi+], the core CA is the union of two copies of MPi. 
Proof. The theorem follows inductively from Theorem 5. 0 
Remark. Analogous to the case for inverse limits in the half-open intervals (X,, &+I], 
at X = hu,, the inverse limit is a ray limiting on a pair of rays intersecting at a common 
Fig. 4. 
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intersecting at a common endpoint. Here, the pairs of B-J-K continua correspond to the 
limit arcs in the sin( 1 /z)-curves. 
4. The Feigenbaum limit, A, 
In this section we show that the inverse limit at the Feigenbaum limit X, is hereditarily 
decomposable. Thus, we obtain an overall picture of the inverse limits: (1) For < X < 
$ the inverse limit is a point, (2) for $ < X < X, the inverse limit is hereditarily 
decomposable and (3) for X, < X < 1, the inverse limit contains an indecomposable 
continuum. The shift homeomorphism of an inverse limit on a space X with a single 
bondingmapfisdenotedbyf^andisdefinedbyf^((sl,22,23,...) = (f(zi),zi,~,...). 
Theorem 7. At X = X,, the inverse limit is hereditarily decomposable. In fact, MA 
contains only three topologically different subcontinua: arcs, copies of MA and unions 
of two copies of MA intersecting at a common endpoint of a ray. 
Proof. Let X = X, and denote fx by f. Then, n,,,[f2n(X), A] is a single point [13, 
Theorem 6.3, p. 157, and Proposition 4.5, p. 2421. Note that if H is a subcontinuum of MA 
and, for some i, TiH intersects [0, f(x)) then H is an arc or H is homeomorphic to MA. 
On the other hand, if, for each i, TT~H lies in [f(x), X] and, for some i, TiH intersects 
(f3(X), f2(X)), then H is an arc, H is homeomorphic to MJ, or H is homeomorphic to 
the union of two copies of MA intersecting at a common endpoint of a ray. If, for each 
i, TiH lies in [f(x), f3(X)] then nif?H] lies in [f’(A), X]. Thus, H or a copy of H has 
the property that its ith projection lies in [f2(X), X] f or each i. Suppose there exists a 
positive integer n such that for each positive integer i the ith projection of a copy K 
of H lies in [f2” (X), A] and, f or some i, T~K intersects (f3’2”(X), f”‘“(X)) then H is 
an arc, H is homeomorphic to MA or H is homeomorphic to the union of two copies 
of MA intersecting at a common endpoint of a ray. On the other hand, if, for each n, a 
copy of H projects into [f2” (X), X] then H is degenerate. I3 
5. Stable periodic orbits of odd period 
In this section we consider the effect on the inverse limit of a stable periodic point 
of odd period three or greater. By [2, Theorem l] or [lo, Theorem 41 the inverse limit 
contains an indecomposable continuum. However, we wish to say more about the nature 
of the indecomposable continuum which arises. There is a parameter value for X where fz 
first has a fixed point which is not fixed by fx. At this value for X, fx has a hyperbolic 
fixed point. Then, for values for X in an abutting open interval, stable period three 
occurs. The following theorem addresses the nature of the inverse limit over this half 
open interval. 
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Fig. 5. 
Theorem 8. Suppose fx has a stable periodic point of period 3. Then, lE{ [0, 11, fx} 
is the union of a ray, R, and an indecomposable continuum, I, so that R = R U I and 
R - R = I. Moreovel; I has exactly three end points and every proper subcontinuum of 
I is an arc. 
Proof. Let J = [fx(X), A] and I = l@{J, f:] J}. C onsider f:. It has three fixed points, 
~1, x2 and 2s so that ](fz)‘(xi)] < 1 for i = 1,2 and 3. It also has three fixed points 
yt , y2 and ys so that ](fz)‘(yi)] > 1 for i = 1,2 and 3 and there are no other points fixed 
by f; except those fixed by fx, namely 0 and 1 - 1/(4X). Suppose yt < y2 < y3 and 
note that there are points zt,zz and ~3 so that, letting 51 = [.zl , yt], J2 = [z2, yz] and 
J3 = [ys,.q], for each i, Ji is mapped into itself by fz and (relabelling if necessary) 
xi is in Ji. Thus, by Theorem 1, oi = lE{J,,f:lJz) is an arc for i = 1,2,3. If H is 
a proper subcontinuum of I then there is a positive integer n such that if i > n then 
TiH contains no more than one of yi , y2 and y3 for if ,B is an interval containing two of 
these points, (fz)2(,0) is J. If none of the points yi, y2 and ys belongs to TiH for i 2 n 
then (1) H lies in or, ~2 or cq and is an arc or (2) fzl7riH is a homeomorphism and 
thus H is an arc. If one of the points yt , y2 and ys lies in 7riH for all i, then (1) H lies 
in one of /?I,& and ,&, (2) f:lriH is a homeomorphism and thus H is an arc or (3) H 
is the union of two arcs with only a common endpoint in common so H is an arc. 
The three points (x1, xt, xi,. . .), (x2, x2,22,. . .) and (23, ~3, x3,. . .) are endpoints of 
I. Moreover, if x is not one of these three points it is the common endpoint of two arcs 
with only z in common so x is not an endpoint. That I is indecomposable follows from 
the argument of [2, Theorem l] or [lo, Theorem 41. See Fig. 6. 0 
Remarks. A continuum theorist will recognize the indecomposable continuum I from 
above as an “old friend”. Many discover their first indecomposable continuum as a student 
when they encounter the theorem: A continuum is indecomposable if and only if there 
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are three points of it so that it is irreducible between each two of them. A homeomorphic 
copy of the continuum I can be constructed in the plane as follows. Choose three points 
A, B and C in the plane and construct a chain of open disks in the plane so that A is in 
the first link, C is in the last link and B is in some other link in the middle of the chain. 
Now a chain refining the previous one is constructed so that the diameter of each of the 
links is less than half of the smallest of the diameters of links of the previous chain, the 
closure of each link of the second chain is a subset of some link of the first chain and 
B is in the first link, C is in the last link and A is in some other link in the middle. 
Then, chaining from A to B via C at the third stage, A to C via B at the fourth stage, 
etc. and by taking care not to introduce too much crookedness in the chaining process, 
a homeomorphic copy of the continuum I is produced. See [9,15]. 
The onset of stable period 3 occurs for the logistic maps at X M 0.9564. This is the only 
occurrence of stable period 3. Stable period 5 occurs first in this family at X M 0.9345. 
An argument similar to that for Theorem 8 shows that at this value for X the inverse 
limit is the union of a ray R and an indecomposable continuum I with exactly five end 
points and every proper subcontinuum an arc and such that R - R = I. Stable period 5 
actually occurs in three “windows” of parameter values. In addition to X M 0.934536, it 
also occurs at X M 0.976393 and A x 0.997565. Barge and Diamond [l] have shown that 
the indecomposable core continua at these three parameter values are all topologically 
different. Stable period 7 occurs first for X M 0.9253 with the inverse limit being the 
union of a ray and an indecomposable continuum having exactly seven endpoints and 
every proper subcontinuum an arc. In general, stable odd period first occurs at parameter 
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values which decrease as the odd integers increase. These parameter values decrease to 
~1, see [l 11. As in the argument for Theorem 8, the inverse limits are the union of a ray 
limiting on an indecomposable continuum I having every proper subcontinuum an arc 
and exactly the same number of endpoints as the periodicity. 
Theorem 9. If X is a parameter value where stable period 6 immediately follows stable 
period 3, then le{ [0, 11, fx} is th e union of a ray and an indecomposable continuum 
which has exactly six endpoints and whose proper subcontinua are arcs or “sin( 1 /x)- 
curves”. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem proceeds just as the proof of the previous theorem. The 
“sin( l/z)-curves” occur as the continua 0% which were arcs for the smaller parameter 
values. Cl 
An examination of the intervals, Ji for i = 1,2,3 as defined in the proof of Theo- 
rem 8, reveals that in fact every inverse limit that is obtained in the logistic family for 
parameter values in [0, l] is reproduced inside the indecomposable continuum occurring 
from I.fx(X),X]. S o, as the parameter value increases from 0.9564, the three end arcs of 
indecomposable core grow into rays limiting on arcs, rays limiting on rays limiting on 
rays limiting on arcs, etc., then pass through parameter values where these end continua 
are rays limiting on rays limiting on . . limiting on pairs of B-J-K continua, etc. 
Remark. Period 6 occurs in 5 “windows” of parameter values. The “window” in which 
Theorem 9 obtains begins at X M 0.9571. Stable period 6 first occurs at X M 0.9065 
(where period 2 “trifurcates”). Here, the inverse limit is a ray limiting on a pair of rays 
each limiting on an indecomposable continuum I having every proper subcontinuum 
an arc and exactly three endpoints. The other three period 6 “windows” occur for X z 
0.98483, X M 0.99444 and X M 0.9993956. At each of these values, the inverse limit is 
a ray limiting on an indecomposable continuum I having every proper subcontinuum an 
arc and exactly 6 endpoints. The techniques of Barge and Diamond, [I], will show that 
the indecomposable cores at these three parameter values are topologically different. 
6. The shift homeomorphism acting on these inverse limits 
In this section we consider the effect of the shift homeomorphism 
Recall from Section 4 that the shift homeomorphism is defined by ?~(x) = 
(.~x(~I),~I,Q,...). P’ t irs , we consider the shift homeomorphism at a parameter value 
where the inverse limit is an arc. We choose X = 0.7 where the arc “curls” around one of 
its endpoints. Note that the only point of the inverse limit having any coordinate greater 
than i is the point (p, p, p, . . ,) where p is the nonzero fixed point for fx. If we consider 
this arc ordered from (O,O, 0, . .) to (p,p,p, .), then if x is not one of the endpoints 
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of the arc, the first coordinate of fx(z) is greater than that of z. Hence, ?A fixes the 
endpoints of the arc and moves all other points ahead in the order (see Fig. 1). 
Now, consider the inverse limit at a parameter value like X = 0.82 where one obtains 
a “sin( l/2)-curve”. The shift homeomorphism still has two fixed points (0, 0, 0, . . .) and 
(p,p,p, . . .). Points of the ray have all coordinates less than & from some coordinate on 
and the shift homeomorphism pushes these points along the ray away from (0, 0, 0, . . .) 
and toward the limiting arc, 
The endpoints of this limiting arc are 
(4, h(q), Q,. . .> and (fx(q),q,fx(q), . . .) 
where q is the first period-2 point for fx in [$, A]. These endpoints are swapped under 
7~. In fact, the limiting arc is folded over the point (p, p, p, . . .) (again, p is the nonzero 
fixed point for fx) which is fixed by &. Applying f^‘,, one sees that if x is a point of 
the limiting arc which is neither an endpoint of this arc nor the point (p, p, p, . .) then 
x is pushed along the arc from (p,p,p, . . .) toward the endpoint on the same “side” of 
the arc as x (see Fig. 2). 
Now, at a parameter value less than X, where stable period four occurs and where T 
denotes the smallest number in a stable period four orbit, Fig. 3 occurs. 
Recall from Section 3 the definition of the sequence ~1 > ~2 > ~3 > . . . These are 
the parameter values where the core of the inverse limit contains certain pairs of B-J- 
K continua. There are striking analogies between the inverse limits at these parameter 
values and the increasing sequence of parameter values we just discussed. For X = ~1, 
the inverse limit is a ray limiting on a pair of B-J-K continua intersecting at (p, p, p, . . .) 
(again, p is the nonzero fixed point for fx). The shift homeomorphism fixes (0, 0, 0, . . .) 
and (p, p, p, . . .) and pushes points of the ray along the ray toward the limiting continuum. 
The two B-J-K continua are swapped (as were the two arcs in the sin( 1 /x) continuum) 
and the points of the composant containing (p, p, p, . . .) in either of the B-J-K continua 
are moved away from (p,p,p, . .) along this composant under f^2x (see Fig. 4). 
At X = ~2, the situation is analogous to that for parameter values where the inverse 
limit yields a ray limiting on a pair of sin( l/ )- x curves. Here, the inverse limit is a ray 
limiting on a pair of rays each limiting on a pair of B-J-K continua. Fig. 5 illustrates 
the effect of the shift homeomorphism. 
We next consider a parameter value where stable period 3 occurs such as X = 0.957. 
Here, the inverse limit is a ray limiting on a three endpoint indecomposable continuum. 
The points of the ray other than (0, 0, 0, . . .) are pushed forward along the ray toward the 
limiting continuum. The endpoints of the limiting continuum are permuted (and fixed by 
7;). Except for the endpoint, points of the composant containing one of the endpoints 
are pushed away from the endpoint along the composant by f^i. Here, t denotes the 
smallest number in the stable period-three orbit (see Fig. 6). 
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